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‘

plurality-of unitsv assembled to form a por~ _

'

‘7 Be it known that I,K1NnEnMAN M. BOB

tion of radiator. Fig. Sis a plan View ofa >

LETT, a citizen ofjthe United States, residing plurality of radiator units-assembled in the
Y at Dayton, in the-‘county of Montgomery and radiator construction. Fig. 9 is an enlarged 360
5 Stateof Ohio, have invented certain new and front elevation of a small portion of the ‘
useful Improvements inRadiators, of which assembled radiator. Fig. 10 is perspective '
the following is a speci?cation.
view of a modi?ed form of the radiator unit.
~. My invention relates to condensers or ?uid Fig. 11 is an enlarged transverse sectional
V cooling apparatus and more particularly to

l0'radiators for cooling the water'which has
been circulated about the cylinder of an ex

plosive engine, and is especially adapted for

view. of the radiator unit.

'

-

65

Likepparts are indicated by similar char
acters of reference throughout the. several
views.

-

‘

.

~, The radiator forming the subject matter
., tion however is notlimited to such use, but hereof is ofthe cellular type, presenting a 70 '

use in automobile construction. The inven

15‘ may be employed as a- condenser in connec-'

front surface of pleasing appearance di

tion with steam engines, or in connection vided into a multitude of geometrical ?g
with refrigerating apparatus for cooling the ‘ ures of equal shape and proportion; which

refrigerating media, or under certain condi

at the present- time is a popular style. The

tions it may be employed as a radiator for radiator comprises essentially a frame have 75"
I
mg in the upper portion a receiving ‘chain?
,The object of the invention ‘is to greatly vber 1, and a dispensing chamber 2 'in' the
simplify the structure as well as the means lower portion, connected with the receiving‘,
and mode‘ of operation of such devices chamber‘ by aplurality of conduits through
whereby they will not only be cheapened in —which‘the water passes from the chamber 1" 80'

20 heating purposes.

25v construction, but will be vmore e?icient and to the chamber2. These conduits may be

economical inoperation and unlikely to get

either continuous from one chamber'to the

out of repair.

other, or may be of short length and ar-'

_

-

.

A further object is to provide an improved ranged in tiers separated- by intervening
form of conduit which will present to the‘ water spaces or auxiliary chambers 3' as 85
30 atmosphere a. maximum amount of radiating shown in 'Fig. 1. The conduits are formed
surface, andwhich will’ readily permit the by arranging. a plurality of similar units
expansion. and contraction of the conduit, side by side the units being 'so shaped that '
_
due to varying thermal conditions, without an intervening water space will be formed
intermediate the succeeding units. The units 90
subjecting the-device to undue strain.
35

Afurther objectis to'provide a radiator
made up of a plurality of separate identical
units'n'thich may be assembled to form ra
diators ofvarious. sizes or proportions.

.YVith thejabove primary andvo'ther inci
'40 dental. objects: in view as will more fully ap
pear in the speci?cation, the invention con

which are all identical in size and construc
tion comprise two parts or members 4 and

5 shown in Figs. ‘2 and /l and Figs. 3 and 5
respectively. Each of the unit parts 4: and 5
are made from a single piece of material. 95
The unitpart a is formed from a strip of‘
material folded at regular intervals to form

sists of the features of construction, the parts a series. of reverse bends or plaits-6 project?v
and *conibination's thereof, and the mode of. ing laterally at right- angles from the-gen
a:espeiatiomvortheir.equivalents, as'lphereinafe‘v eral vplane or web ofthe member.»
_
_
Each-of
45 tcrxlescribedand'set forth in'the claims.

' '1 termediate
these? folds .or
its plaits
ends forming
is spreadblind'passage's'
or opened in-_ - I
Referring to the ‘drawings, Figure 1 is a

front "elevatlouof the - assembled radiator.‘ .1 or .cuZs-rZe-sac 7;: The opposite edges . of

Figs. 2 and 3~aredeta1l perspective views of‘ these foldsi'are ‘compressed to parallelism‘
1.1 ,thetwo members'or- half units which are and united as shown in the drawings. .-_».-The

50 unitedwto'form assingle unit, showing the. memberiare.of'theorexterior
?angedsurface'of
as indicated
the
exteriorsurfaces of the two members. Figs. opposite edgeso?s'et
é mil-5 are similar detail perspective views at 8: The "folds or seams‘ are opened only

‘

.of-‘the-iseparated'unit parts, exhibiting the‘ between such offset or ?anged portions, but-Y.
‘j interio-rsurfaces. Fig.6 is a detailperspec throughout suchoffset- portionv the ‘folds are 1110
55 tive VIEW of a portion of the assembled unit. closed. The terminal fold of the member-.4 '
Fig. 7 is. a sectional perspective view of a
folded again upon itself to parallelisxmg

~

2
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'

'

forming a fold of triple thickness as at.9, the air spaces of each series are intercom
in which the edge of the opposite member is ‘mumcatl'ng through the interior of the beads
engaged to form a uniting seam. The other 12, as is shown in Flg. 7. After a plurality
unit part, is stamped for a single sheet of of the units have been assembled they are.
material, the opposite ends of whichare bent united into one structure by soldering or by‘
at right angles to themain plane thereof, dipping which unites the offset portions 8 70
as shown at 10. The opposite edges of the and 11. of succeeding units and closes the eX
member are offset or flanged as at 11 in a .tremities of the folds or plaits 6.,

10

manner corresponding to the offset or
?ange S of ', the member 4. Interme

diate the o?’set portions 11 of the ‘mem
her 5 arev preferably, though not neces

The warm water discharged into the up

perchamber 1 passes downward through the
‘several conduits 14, and their rami?cations

7 in a thin ?lm or stratum, and is discharged
into the lower chamber 2.‘ By the. series of
projecting above the-general surface of the rami?cations 7 the passage is made of maxi
'15 member. The unit parts 4 and 5 are united mum length and the wallofsuch passage
sarily one or more longitudinal beads 12

by introducing the projectingedge 10 of the is exposed throughout to the atmosphere.

member 5 within the terminal fold 9 of the
In Fig. 10 is shown a modi?cation of the
member 4, the edges of the folds or seams ,6 radiator unit formed by uniting two identi
being brought into contact with the interior cal members similar to the member 4 except
surface of the member 5, as shown particu that the folds or plaits 6 are located at_
larly in Fig. 6, thereby forming a plurality greater intervals on each half ,unit, and the 85

of rectangular air passages 13 separated by folds of each unit intervene between those
of the opposing unit. The placing side by

the blind water ‘spaces or cuZs-cZc-sac 7 which
communicate with the vertical water con
duit as hereafter described.

side of a plurality of such modi?ed units
will form a plurality of vertical conduits 90

In- constructing the radiator, a plurality as before described, except that the blind '
of the units formed as described are placed passages or cuZs-de-sac-will extend in both

side by side, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, directions from the conduit,
with the side 5 of one unit adjacent to the
From the above description it will be ap
side 4 of the next succeeding unit. The parent that there is thus produced a de 95
offset. or ?anged portions 8 and 11 of adjacent '

35

vice of the character described, possessing
units contact each other, ‘separating the ad the particular features of advantage before
jacent' sides 4: and 5 of succeeding units, enumerated as desirable, but which ob
forming vertical water spaces or conduits viously is susceptible of modi?cation in its
1,4, as. shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The longi- form, proportion, detail construction, and

_ ,tudinal ribs or beads 12 form spacers within

100

arrangement of parts Without departing

the conduits, preventing the‘ collapse of the from the principle involved or sacri?cing.
conduit through expansion-of the material any of its advantages.
_

.40

or through undue pressure

or ' accident.

There is thus formed a vertical water space
or conduit between the succeeding units as

. Having thus descrlbed my invention I
claim;

I

'

'

1. In a radiator, receiving and dispensing
shown'in Fig. 7, with which the blind pas. ‘chambers, a radiating body comprising a
sages or o'uls-dc-s'ac .7 communicate, and of series of strips of heat conductive material

which they form lateral extensions. By re
ferring to said ?gure, it will be seen that
the radiator is made up of separate and in
dependent passages 14: between each vertical
series of air spaces 13, having lateral rami

105

substantially straight throughout, a series
of strips of similar material folded into a

series of plaits projecting at right angles

110

to the general plane of the strip, the said -

straight strip and folded strips being alter
?cations7 extending above and below each nately arranged in parallel relation, means
'50 air space 113. . Thuseach air space 13 is in spacing the'plane strip away from the ‘web
115
closed 011 all four sides by a water-‘space, portion of the folded strip whereby an in
the vertical conduits connecting the radiator termediate space will be formed with which
the, right angle folds ‘communicate, and par
positesides, and the blind passages 7 com allelv longitudinal beads formed in the
55 municating with one of said eondults bound~ straight strip and contacting the web of the
ing each air space above-and below. By this folded strip and dividing the intermediate
construction every portion of the structure space into a pluralityof parallel conduits,
exposed to the atmosphere becomes a radiat said conduits communicating with the re
chambers bounding the air space 13 on op

60

120

ing‘ surface. Each vertical condrutlé with ceiving and dispensing‘ chambers.

_
its lateral 'rami?cationsis separate and 111
2. In a radiator, receiving and dispensing ,125
‘ dependent of every other conduit and its chambers, a radiating body comprising a '

rami?cations. Likewise each vertical series series of strips of heat conductive material‘
of air spaces, that'is the air spaces of. each substantially straight throughout, a series
unit, are separate and independent of each of strips of similar material folded into a'
other vertical series of air spaces or unit, but series of plaits projecting at right angles ~130

8
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,to‘i the general I'planeo’f the 's-trip,~,the said strips and folded strips being alternately are,‘
:' straight strip and folded'strips being alter? ranged in— parallel‘ relation, the ‘said gain

215
' na'tely arranged 'in'pa'rallel relation, o?seti opened
intermediate
‘one of, saidtheir
series
ends,
of strips.
but the ' op-i‘
.Porti'o'ns adjacent'lto the oppositeedges of formed in
each .‘of the members " comprising shoulders‘ posite-ends ‘thereof?'contracted into. contact

v projecting perpendicularto the; lane of the‘
Web of said members,_and latera extensions
projecting outward from- said shoulders in
parallel relation with the said web portions,~
'10 the said lateral extensions of the ‘respective

thereby" ‘closing the, plaits' ‘at theirends and
‘forming each jplait- into la pocket complete,

in itself, integral o'?'s'et portions formed on . 30'

the said stri s',‘the o?'set. portion-ofeaeh
strip being, a apted to engage. the next sue:

- members being‘ adapted to contact each other ' ceeding strip to. form-an intermediate space,

whereby - an intermediate space will be of which'the: integral 'o?s'et portion forms
formed between the web portions of the said. theends, and with‘which thepockets formed _'

.a members which communicate with the said
1.5-

..

chambers.

'

_

v

,

‘

_by the plaits will'communicate, ‘said spacev
.forming a ‘means of communication between

3. In a radiator, re'ceivinv and ‘dispensing
chambers, a radiating‘ body comprlsing a

the said chambers.

4
_

ofplaits projecting at right angles to. the -

J general plane of the strip,‘ the sald straight‘

_

v

I

-

my-hand this 5th'day'" of‘July." 1910. I

> series of strips‘ of heat conductive material

substantially straight throughout, a series ‘of
2.0 strips of similar'material folded into a series

'

“In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set
'

.

’ KINDERMANM.» BOBLETT;
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